Hochschulwahlen 2021

Infos zur Wahl:
asta.ac/wahl
Die Wahlen in 90 Sekunden!

Warum soll ich wählen? Weil Jahr um Jahr hunderte Studierende sich in den verschiedensten Ecken der Hochschule engagieren und dein Studium verbessern. Wer will kann jederzeit mitmachen! Wer sich selbst nicht dazu berufen fühlt, hat einmal im Jahr die Chance mit minimalem Aufwand mitzuwirken und mitzuentscheiden, was im kommenden Jahr auf der Agenda steht: Durchs Wählen!


The elections explained in 90 seconds!

Why should I vote? Because every year hundreds of students do voluntary work in order to improve your studies. If you like, you can join in at any time! If you don’t, you still have the chance to cast your vote und decide upon which issues should be key in the next year.

How can I vote? This year you can vote by postal ballot. You will receive your voting documents comfortably by post to your home. And you don’t have to do a thing! Depending on your eligibility, you will receive documents about the academic and student elections in your postbox. What the elections are about in detail is explained on the following pages.

Who should I vote? There really is no simple answer here. In this "Wahlzeitung" you can find information about almost all candidates and groups which are up for election. Who of those you should vote for? Well, that’s left to you. Though we can ensure you that this year, once again, there are lots of motivated candidates for you to choose from.
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Student self Administration

The German law regarding universities gives the student body the right to independently organise themselves and to elect their own representation. In this case the student body includes both all students immatriculated at RWTH Aachen university and different kinds of committees and structures. During their studies all students come into contact with some of the student body’s structures, e.g. student ticket, freshman week, study room information, cultural events like poetry slams, lawlegal consultation, day care centers, ... and many more projects every year.

All students may vote for the Student Parliament. The Foreigner Representation is elected by all immatriculated students at RWTH Aachen who are either foreign or stateless. Depending on your major you may also vote for your student council.

Many other posts and commissions are proposed and elected by the members of the Student Parliament. Thus your vote has an effect on a lot beyond the Student Parliament.

Student Parliament

The Student Parliament (SP) is the highest legislative body within the student body. It decides on the statute and on further supplementing rules that effect every student’s life in many aspects. An example is the „Beitragsordnung“ that defines the amount and usage of the fees you have to pay each. The parliament can also, in order to address the public or some politicians, pass motions which represent the opinion of the student body on certain topics. Its most important task is the election and monitoring of the AStA. Furthermore it can and does support student initiatives with subsidies and conditional guarantees.

AStA

The Student Union (AStA) is the highest executive body within the student body. It represents the students’ interests towards the university, the federal state of North Rhine-Westphalia, and the general public. Furthermore, its responsibilities include the administration of the budget of the student body, advising services on social and student-relevant topics, organisation of cultural events, and political education.

Some select examples of the AStA’s services are: Notarisation, free legal advice for students, refund of the student ticket. Additionally the AStA supports student initiatives with their formation and with networking. It is also responsible for negotiating contracts on behalf of the Student Parliament.

Foreigner Representation

The Foreigner Representation (AV) is an additional body similar to the Student Parliament. It is elected by all immatriculated students at RWTH Aachen who are either foreign or stateless. Its purpose is the representation of foreign students and their interest within and beyond the university. Its most important task is the election and monitoring of the Foreigner Office.

The Foreigner Office is often used interchangeably with the Foreigner Representation. Therefore the German abbreviation „AV“ is the same. Legally speaking the Office is an executive body responsible for all foreign or stateless students with offers, for example: Legal advice regarding aliens law, language courses and other trainings.

Student councils

A student council („Fachschaft“) is a subset of all students studying the same or one of several connected subjects. Each student council represents the subject-specific interests of its students, organises the freshmen week, supports the student representative in various committees (like the examinations board) and advises its students. Lots of student councils furthermore offer services such as access to practise exams from previous years or bargain deals by bulk-buying subject-specific study materials (gowns, stethoscopes, craft materials, ...).

Each student council is a bit different. Only some are elected together with the Student Parliament during the election week. This year, in addition to the student council representatives for civil engineering, mechanical engineering, geosciences and resource management, economics and medicine, the student council representatives for teaching, electrical engineering and information technology, and materials science and engineering will be elected together with the student parliament in the election week. For further information it’s best to consult the website of your „Fachschaft“ or to take a look at the student council’s applicant’s page a bit further back.
Academic Self-Administration

Generally speaking, in Germany universities administer themselves. Each state has a legal framework. State governments and university administrations regularly meet up to formulate common objectives. Everything else is decided locally by the university members in many different committees. In all parts of the academic self-administration four groups are normally represented: professors, scientific staff, non-scientific staff and students. In almost all cases the group of the professors holds the absolute majority.

The senat elects the rectorate and decides on many different overreaching regulations. This includes the site rules and the framework for exam regulations.

For every faculty there is also the faculty council. The faculty councils elect the deans and decide on regulations local to their faculty. Among those are the individual exam regulations for all of RWTH's study programs. They define requirements for admission, structure and examination details.

The students you elect into the senat and the faculty councils in turn elect the student representatives in many more commissions like the examination boards.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

**Question:** Academic self-administration, student self-administration, what is all this?
**Answer:** Briefly said: The academic self-administration is the central administration of our university. Here students are allowed to participate in decisions but are not allowed to decide on their own, e.g. on exam regulations. Student self-administration includes all decisions the student body and its representatives (all students) can make on their own, e.g. everything regarding the student ticket.

**Question:** Why would I care?
**Answer:** Some of the things, which were adjusted recently, are: Registration periods for exams, regulations on medical certificates if you miss your exam, enrolment, automatic re-registration for exams, structure and content of many study programs.

In case you are not only enroled to have a student ticket, you are in touch with academic committees with each class and exam you take.

**Question:** Is it even possible for students to make a difference if the professors have the majority of votes?
**Answer:** In Aachen the student representatives are eminently respected by professors and university employees. Their voices are listened to and taken seriously. In case of the senat, if the students are overruled, it is their right to veto on decisions. Additionally decisions that directly affect students (like exam regulations) usually have to pass commissions where students have half of votes.

More Information?

You want to know what’s going on in a bit more detail? Then you can do some online-research, ask members of the various groups or take a look at the ASTA’s book on university politics („HoPo“-Reader). Take note though that the book is only available in German. (https://asta.ac/hopo-reader)
Retrospect of the non-election year 2020

At the beginning of 2020, the global corona pandemic completely paralyzed the previously normal student life in a very short time and of course did not stop at the university’s student elections. A new electoral committee was elected in January 2020 without any premonition that its work would be over just a few months later. In March, events began to roll over. At this point in time, the state of North Rhine-Westphalia decided that no more face-to-face events would take place. In mid-April 2020, the student parliament met online for the very first time due to the corona protection regulations. Different scenarios regarding the elections were discussed: Online voting? Postal vote? Postponement of the elections by a year? All options were highly controversial. In addition, the legal situation was still completely unclear at this point in time. The final decision: the elections will be postponed for one year. The election announcement was then no longer published because it was clear that no centrally organized student elections would take place. We are all the more looking forward to holding another election this year! We are confident that such a “non-election year” will not repeat itself for the time being.
Our Goals:
- Keep the options of free attempts
- Interdisciplinary courses in all fields of study
- 24-hour withdrawal deadline for exams
- Improve the digitization of teaching
- Improvement and optimization of advisory services
- Establishing points of contact for student engagement and cultural activities
- Provide transparency regarding the cafeteria menu
- Making the campus more environmentally friendly
- Flexible funding programs in case of emergencies

What we have accomplished for you:
- Free attempts of all exams during the Covid-19 pandemic
- Prevented mandatory attendance of lectures
- Creation of the RWTH Offices for sustainability and student engagement
- The onboarding of (Covid-19 impacted) first-year students
- Daily updates since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic
- Leave of absence for engagement as well as a certificate of engagement
- Financial support for those burdened by the Covid-19 pandemic
- A diverse digital cultural program
- Providing an interim opportunity to donate blood on campus
- Translation of the General Exam Regulations in English

Allgemeine Fachschaftsliste
List 1 | Näher dran!
Goal-oriented – Independent – Student-centered – Diverse

As the Allgemeine Fachschaftsliste (AlFa), we have been representing the interests of students in (AStA) since 1971 - your interests!
Our members are dedicated students who are active in student councils, residencies and initiatives. The program of the AlFa is independent of political party affiliation and tailored to the needs of students.
We regularly ask students what their wishes are and how we can improve university life. Our main goal is to advance student life and involve you in it! How do we do that? With experience and enthusiasm. We advocate for your interests when interacting with the university and the faculties. We know how to address your issues and solve them.
For the twelfth year in a row, the chairperson of your AStA and the head of the Department for Education and University Communication are appointed from our party. Likewise, the head of the Department of Finance and Organization, the head of the Department of Culture, many of the project managers, as well as the president of the Student Parliament are from our ranks. During the Corona pandemic, they helped to secure the free attempt regulation in Aachen and the financial aid programs for students. In the coming year, we would like to continue to help shape the life, learning and working at RWTH and to commit ourselves to sustainable development and a broad range of cultural offerings.
Your vote is important to us!
For all these reasons, send in your mail-in ballot and vote for the AlFa until July 12, 2021!

David Seibert
BE EPE
Member of the Budget Committee

Marc Gschlössl
Linguistics
ASIA Chairman 19/20

Hannah Sanders
BE EPE
Member of the Budget Committee

Joshua Derbitz
Electrical Eng.
ASIA Head of Dept. of Finance

Fabian Comanns
TC Computer Science
Project Manager Dept. of Teaching and

Joëlle Lousberg
Ecotoxicology
Faculty Student Council 1/3
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Engagement - powered by AlFa

Student engagement is a cornerstone of our university. By opening leaves of absence for student initiatives, we have created an official certificate for student engagement as a symbol of appreciation to be attached to your transcript.

Additionally, we were able to establish a new position inside the RWTH focused on the structural support of student initiatives. Aiming for a sustainable long-term strengthening of student engagement, we provide a wide variety of workshops for student body representatives and student initiatives, ranging from legal regulations to event planning and day-to-day counseling.

One of the largest challenges of student initiatives is the lack of space for working, meeting, exchanging ideas or storage. Therefore, we call to continuously combat the shortage of space for engagement - including creative solutions.

Unfortunately, finances are also a challenge for almost all student initiatives, because sadly supplies, facilities and IT-equipment are rarely available free of charge. We also would like to establish a method enabling student initiatives to receive low-threshold support in the acquisition of funding. A referral of sponsors and patrons would further simplify the initial founding of a RWTH initiative.

For the AlFa: Jannis Koesnling & Marion Chardot

Financial (In)dependence

Most students rely on a part-time job to fund their studies and only about 12% receive BAföG. Together with the Conference of University Rectors, we advocate that the percentage of subsidized students be raised to at least 45%, the level we had 50 years ago when BAföG was created. This would require BAföG to be independent of the student’s parents, without an age limit and not based strictly on the standard period of study.

For the AlFa: Marie-Theres Tschauer & Marion Chardot

Sustainability in AlFa-Green

In order to establish a future-oriented strategy for both the RWTH and the student body, a structural integration of sustainability is indispensable. To this end, we have introduced a new department for sustainability and student engagement into the AStA and have advocated for the creation of a sustainability office at the RWTH.

After a two-year trial phase, we were able to secure long-term funding for the bicycle workshop and are looking forward to personally helping you solve all problems regarding your bicycles again soon.

Ensuring bike-mobility in the long term is another important issue for us. We are committed to expanding and improving bicycle paths around the RWTH, especially along the Templergraben and the route between the city center and Melaten. We also call for more transparency concerning the cafeteria. The origin and ecological footprint of the ingredients should be easily accessible. We consider expanding the cafeteria menu to contain more vegan and vegetarian dishes at reasonable prices to be an important adjustment and a step in the right direction. Likewise, we wish to initiate a dialogue regarding the link between fairly sourced ingredients and the Studiendenwerk’s social responsibility, ensuring affordable, healthy, and sustainable meals are made available to all students.

We believe that planting trees and revegetation of as many areas on campus as possible is of the utmost importance. In addition to the already existing AStA garden, where we already constructed raised beds, we intend to plant indigenous plants in new as well as already existing areas, and want you to be part of it!

For the AlFa: Marie-Theres Tschauer & Marion Chardot
Covid-19 has shown us how important flexible financial aid is. Together with the Juso-HSG and proRWTH, our AStA was able to establish these aids and make them available to you. As opposed to the state and federal government, we reacted both quickly and flexibly to greatly increase the funding of the student emergency fund. We believe that all students not covered by the social security system should continue to be supported.

For the AlFa: Jannik Hellenkamp & Marc Gschlössl

Communication and Digitalization

The mentors and student advisors, alongside the faculty student councils, form an important advisory network. Different offices often advise students differently and sometimes even incorrectly as a result of overloaded communication channels. Therefore, we demand increased funding as well as better staffing for advisory services. We have already managed to achieve the creation of a new position at the RWTH, responsible for coordinating the different advisory bodies.

Beyond the Covid-19 Pandemic, students often struggle with overlapping courses - particularly when modules have to be re-taken. This struggle may be exacerbated by social issues, since the financial, family or medical circumstances of many students do not allow them to study full-time. Therefore, we demand that digitized materials are made available for all lectures, with which the lectures contents can be studied equivalently and without much additional effort, professionally produced lecture videos being only one example of a good solution. We are not interested in setting up a long-term remote teaching program, but rather in enabling more freedom in your personal lifestyle choices.

For the AlFa: Maximilian Plenge & David Seibert

An international Place to Be

As an international, intercultural and diverse institution, the university should be free from any kind of

Näher dran!
www.alfa-aachen.de
Beating the Covid-Blues with Student Culture

Despite the difficult situation regarding the Covid-19 pandemic, we were able to organize several cultural events. With esports such as Rocket League and League of Legends, digital game nights, musical highlights like the concerts at the Essigfabrik in Cologne and online poetry slams, we were able to maintain a diverse cultural program and discover a range of new possibilities. A further example is supporting the University Hospital’s blood drive in the first months of the pandemic, spearheaded by our head of the department of culture and many committed students.

We aim to provide freshmen with the opportunity to experience the fun sides of studying. Our current goal is to create a lively venue for student engagement and cultural events on the Talbot parking lot. In the short term, a large variety of Covid-19 compliant events will be held here. In the long term, we plan to completely transform the parking lot into a park at the heart of the campus, including a barbecue area and a small stage.

In addition, our focus has expanded to the beautification of our campus in cooperation with you, the student body. Apart from the underpass leading to the Audimax and the courtyard of the Karman-Auditorium, we plan to refurbish other areas in cooperation with all of you. You can look forward to both small and large changes in the areas of the Audimax and the Claßenstrasse, as well as the first public bookcase sponsored by the RWTH.

For the AlFa: Din Ferizović & Hannah Sanders

For the AlFa: Niklas Schumacher & Andreas Mimberg

Representing your Interests:

1. Hannah Sanders, FS 6, BE EPE
2. Marc Gschlössl, FS 7/3, Linguistics
3. Jannik Hellenkamp, FS 7/1, Computer Science
4. Ronja Rieger, FS 7/1, Social Sciences
5. Niklas Schumacher, FS 3, Civil Eng.
6. Lisa Stetzell, First Generation, BA
7. Carsten Schiffer, FS 7/1, Mechanical Eng.
8. Finja Hinrichs, FS 5/4, Appl. Geography
9. Din Ferizović, FS 7/1, Computer Science
10. Amika Italienislieben, FS 7/1, Computer Science
11. Alexander Schütte, FS 7/1, Sociology
12. Nina Dolfen, FS 7/2, Chemistry
13. Andreas Martin Mimberg, FS 7/2, Chemistry
14. Charlotte Stranksy, FS 7/3, Logopedics
17. Lukas Schnelle, FS 7/1, Mathematics
18. Katja Wastl-Williams, FS 7/2, LL
da
19. Mark Justin Benninghoff, FS 5/7, SRES
20. Luiza Georgina Lux, FS 7/1, Computer Science
21. David Solbert, VWH, BE EPE
22. Grete Petersen, FS 7/3, Psychology
24. Alvaro de Jesus, FS 7/1, RGoP & Political Science
25. Niharika Jesica Prakash, FS 7/1, Biomedical Science
26. Matthias Friedrich Wirth, FS 4, Mechanical Eng.
27. Laura Marx, FS 7/3, Biology
28. Jonathan Lan Wiemann, FS 6, BE EPE
29. David Hall, Hochschulbiotech, ForTech
30. Clemens Köhler, FS 7/1, Mathematics
31. Timo Andrae, FS 7/1, Mathematics
32. Frederik Wenning, FS 7/1, Biomedical Science
33. Jonas Buchholz, FS 7/1, Computer Science
34. Leon Martin Frommeyer, FS 7/3, Biology
35. Dominik Kubon, FS 6, Electrical Eng.
36. Magnus Franz Michael Giebert, FS 7/1, Computer Science
37. Silas Rütze, FS 7/2, Materials Eng.
38. Thilo Preuß, FS 7/1, Mathematics
39. Jonas Nießen, FS 7/1, Mathematics
40. Jerome Schirner, FS 7/1, Chemistry
41. Ernst Richard Steller, FS 7/1, Chemistry
42. Fabian Comans, FS 7/3, TC, Computer Science
43. Karl Louis Kühne, FS 7/1, Social Sciences
44. Thilo Prünuf, FS 2, Architecture
45. Irina Zettl, FS 6, Electrical Eng.
46. Roy Hein, FS 5/3, SRES
47. Ina Malin Lambertz, FS 5/4, Appl. Geography
48. Manuel Breuer, FS 5/1, SRES
49. Orpha Fiedler, FS 7/1, Electrical Eng.
50. Maximilian Seifert, FS 7/1, Chemical Eng.
51. Anna Helen Siweck, FS 5/4, Appl. Geography
52. Milan Nicholas Grammerstorf, FS 8, BA
53. Joëlle Lousberg, FS 7/3, Environmental Engineering
54. Vincent Vetter, FS 3, TK
55. Carolin Voigt, FS 8, BA
56. Christos Potsi, FS 5/1, Medical Regulations Eng.
57. Marie-Theres Tschauner, RV, BE MPE
58. Janis Koesling, FS 1/3, Biology

V. S. d. P.:
Marc Gschlössl
Altenheider Straße 15a
51069 Köln

www.allgemeinefachschaftsliste.de
Grüne Hochschulgruppe

Green issues. Concrete ideas.
It’s that time again: university elections

We are a university group, which focuses on sustainability and equality for all students. Our goal is to make your everyday life at the RWTH as effortless as possible and to create a more climate-friendly university. These topics are not only important for the university itself, but also in non-related University areas. Life at the RWTH is a huge part of Aachen, therefore we are dedicated to implement our goals city-wide as well. By cooperating with other groups, we are getting acquainted with new opinions and ideas. These other approaches are always taken seriously and are incorporated in our considerations. Integrating every voiced conviction leads to fundamentally democratic decisions.

In our opinion, university life goes far beyond our studies. Due to this a similarly important topic is the social interaction at the RWTH, for instance the friendships we form along the way. New people massively improve everyday life at University. One way to meet new people is through student initiatives and study groups. Thus, we are an open group, which welcomes every new member. Furthermore, we enjoy discussing and implementing projects together.

Prioritize sustainability & climate protection!

We collaborate with other sustainable initiatives to benefit from student perspectives and ideas on these topics. Together, we strive for a more sustainable and climate neutral university.

In order to achieve this, we are connected throughout the city. For example, we network with the city council, environmental organizations and also with student councils and university initiatives. We use our direct connections to Aachen’s politicians to emphasize the student’s concerns and therefore improve our situation.

As a member of Campusgrün, we network nationwide with other green university groups and hereby learn which projects work well at other universities and where we can improve ourselves.

Implement projects together!

At our university we and many other groups initiate sustainable projects. We implement our own projects through our motivation, many years of experience and our connections to many groups, committees, student initiatives and institutions. We always support various projects and ideas with our commitment, our ad-
vice and our voice in the student parliament. By doing so, we want to enhance the implementation of the projects and improve them.

We implement sustainable ideas ourselves and don’t just talk about them, for example, by showing how more biodiversity can work on our campus with our flower bed in front of the university library. We actively plant, water and maintain the flower bed.

Promote social contacts!

Due to social distancing, many students experience a lack of interaction with others. We are committed not only to a perspective after the Covid-pandemic, but also during this crisis. We want to make sure that you always have the possibility to interact with each other.

Every person should have the opportunity to find study groups and make contacts so that we have a successful study. Therefore, we advocate a digital contact exchange platform for all students. During the pandemic, the groups which are created can meet online, however after Covid it is also possible to meet in person. Nevertheless, the meetings in person are only feasible in a reasonable way. We are committed to ensure that everyone arrives well at the university and nobody has the feeling of studying in a „vacuum“.

Modernize teaching!

Due to the Corona pandemic, teaching at the RWTH has become significantly more digital. However, the possibilities of digital teaching have yet not been exhausted, traditional teaching methods still need to be enhanced. To achieve this improvement there are numerous opportunities, for example, digital tools for surveys and concepts such as blended learning or gamification. A combination of live and pre-recorded offerings would lead to a more flexible study, thus we are in favour of such an implementation.

The acquisition of literature is indispensable for students, hence the uni’s libraries must provide the lending of literature digitally, or improve the digital availability.

Engage international students!

Over a quarter of the student body consists of international students, yet many services are only available in German. This leads to difficulties in the life of the international students. Perhaps they do not receive enough information about the possibilities of their studies or they miss important opportunities in their everyday life at university. Due to this, we are campaigning for more information to be translated into English, so that more people can understand the information in the future.

Make mobility climate-friendly!

We remain committed to promoting sustainable mobility: more
secure and roofed bicycle parking spaces have to be planned on campus.

Bus connections should also be improved. Specifically, we would like to see an increased frequency as well as a route expansion.

In order to improve the quality of traffic safety at the center of campus, the Templergraben must remain car-free after the test phase starting in June!

Join us!

We meet every Tuesday at 7:00 pm and are always happy to welcome new students who want to get involved. Currently the meetings take place online, but we will meet in person sometime in the future again.

If you would like to drop by or learn more about us, you can message us and find information here!

Grüne Hochschulgruppe
Aachen e.V.

www.ghg-aachen.de
facebook.com/ghg-aachen
instagram.com/ghg-aachen
info@ghg-aachen.de
Your Studies
Your Freedom

We, the Liberal Student Group (“Liberale Hochschulgruppe, LHG”) Aachen, are committed to the basic values of freedom and tolerance and advocate an open and vibrant student body. All students should have the opportunity to shape their studies according to their own needs and wishes.

You want to get to know us? Get in touch and find out more on Facebook, Instagram or our website.

Below you will find an excerpt from our elective program, the entire program can be found on our website and here:

facebook.com/lhgaachen
@lhg_aachen
www.lhg-aachen.de
Our Program

Digitalization
Corona has forcibly advanced the digitalization of teaching. For us, there can be no return to the old status quo after Corona. We demand a critical examination of online semesters, an improvement and continuation of online teaching where it makes sense, and a quick return to presence wherever possible. Through this hybrid teaching, students are granted more academic freedom.

RWTH also needs to improve its existing infrastructure: educom does not work at all or only very poorly in various lecture halls, for example in the University Hospital or Audimax, especially during large first-semester lectures. During Corona, the lack of digital capacities, e.g. in moodle, also became apparent. We are therefore committed to the expansion of the technical infrastructure.

Teaching
The library is already closed, but you still want to finish your submission or term paper? We think: The library and central study rooms should have longer opening hours, in the best case they should be open all the time, so that you can study flexibly at your predefined times. In addition, we advocate for more lockers that can be used with the BlueCard.

You don’t feel adequately prepared for an exam and want to withdraw, but the deadline has already passed? Corona in particular has shown how well late withdrawing from exams has affected students. There was no big postponing – instead, students were able to concentrate on the subject matter and do not have to struggle with whether they want to write the exam at all. We therefore advocate that it should continue to be possible to deregister up to five minutes before the exam.

Often, an evaluation of a course only makes sense after the exam. We advocate that evaluations should take place online as soon as possible after the exams. The evaluation should not only include the teacher and the course, but also the preparation and quality of the learning materials in the learning room.

Has it been a while since you had a semester break? We think that the RWTH – just as it is already practiced at other universities – should introduce full semester breaks without exams at fixed times.

Promotion of Makerspaces to encourage creative ideas: We believe that a university like RWTH, which is in the competition for excellence, also needs excellent offers for the further development of its students. Makerspaces, a form of modern tinkering rooms equipped with 3D printers and tools, among other things, create the right atmosphere for this, so that interested students can also implement their ideas and network with like-minded people.

University sports
For a fairer registration process in university sports, because everyone knows the problem: When booking sports courses, you often don’t have time or the server is overloaded, so that your favorite sports course is already fully booked. That’s why we demand an allocation of the sports courses by lottery (like at the language center), taking into account the past allocation rounds.

You are undecided which sports course you want to choose? A trial card would make it easier for you to decide. We therefore advocate the introduction of a trial card for various popular sports. This way you can find the sports course that suits you best.

Mobility
As a liberal university group, we are committed to improving mobility options for all students, regardless of their chosen mode of transport. With our support, the ASTA was able to relocate the bicycle workshop to Schmachtenburg and thus ensure its continued existence.

For the improvement of the bicycle traffic we demand an extension of the bicycle
parking places at the university buildings, roofed and supervised, to increase comfort and security as well as bicycle pumps at central places in the campus. In addition to the bicycle, accessibility by car should also be ensured and the existing parking spaces should be available to you at student prices.

The most important component of student mobility for most remains public transport. A favorable mobility offer for East Belgium should be examined. In the long term, we want to combine the student card and the semester ticket into one card. In addition, the semester ticket should be available as a cell phone ticket as soon as possible, to avoid unnecessary costs if you don't have your ticket at hand.

**Mensa and Residence Halls**

Our goal remains that the Mensa offer is attractive for all students. That's why we continue to advocate for a broader offering that includes more vegetarian and vegan meals.

Since the Mensa Vita has reached the limits of its capacity, we believe it is necessary to build a second cafeteria on the Melaten campus. This is a challenge for the Studierendenwerk. It is also necessary to replace the closed C-Caffé at similar prices.

In addition, parking spaces at the Studierendenwerk dormitories are relatively expensive. This makes it impossible for many students to secure a parking space. We advocate fair pricing.

**Finances**

Important for us is a solid financial policy in the ASTA. With us, there will be no ill-considered fee increases; instead, we stand for responsible use of your money and a fair semester fee. The Corona measures have also had an effect on the contribution and the ASTA has seen higher inflows. In the last two years, we have successfully campaigned for the fee increases not to be even greater - and that from the opposition. We are proud of this and will continue to do so in the future. In particular, our approach is that cost increases should first be absorbed by internal cost-cutting measures before they become a burden on all students.

**Corona**

Mental Health matters – Because of Corona, the need for the expansion of psychological counseling has been made clear once again. We demand that psychological counseling at RWTH be expanded to provide more places for initial counseling for students. In addition, we advocate the continuation or re-establishment of the mentoring program at the faculties.

Another important point we advocate for is the plannability of exams. Many exams have been cancelled two days in advance or repeatedly postponed. We think that this overstrains the willingness of every student to perform. Therefore we demand clear agreements of the university and concepts of the lecturers for their examinations.

**Sustainability**

We are of the opinion that the RWTH must upgrade in terms of climate and environmental protection. For example, by digitalizing homework in order to reduce unnecessary paper consumption. We therefore also advocate the greening of the university's open spaces.

However, we reject compulsory modules on the topic of "sustainability" in every curriculum as an encroachment on the freedom of study, research and teaching.

V. i. S. d. P.: Philip Cierniak
Our expertise for your RWTH: Elect List 3!

We are an association of students from different disciplines with a liberal attitude and aim to represent you pragmatically. This means, above all, that we act rationally with regard to university policy and refrain from ideological discussions of principle.

It is important to us that the ASTA offers a good, efficient and cost-fair service for all students.

This year's elections will take place as a postal vote. For your vote and your trust in our past and future work we would be very pleased.

1. Philip Cierniak  
2. Alexander Rheindorf  
3. Veronika Stockem  
4. Maximilian Wunderlich  
5. Antonia Hense  
6. Jaquomo Dulabic  
7. Alexander Dreier  
8. Jasmin Dederichs  
9. Maria Wolffram  
10. Benedikt Hilmes  
11. Malte Gurgel  
12. Marius Bentz  
13. Sebastian Lubjuhn  
14. Birk Müller  
15. Erik Prümer  
16. Matthias Gehnen  
17. Sebastian Schulte  
18. Jannis Kaiser  
19. Tim Herkens  
20. Henning Storch  
21. Julius Vieth
We are a left-wing, progressive and internationalist list which wants to actively shape our student body. We want to work especially for the social issues of students and advocate for more sustainability at our university. In our opinion, this requires an active commitment against anti-Semitism and racism just as much as a feminist self-image.

The last two years in the student parliament have been largely defined by the Covid-19 pandemic, which has raised many new issues and exacerbated existing difficulties. Specifically, the chaos concerning exam planning, just like last year’s failed election, shows that it does matter who fills important positions and makes decisions.

For the past two years, the Department of Social Affairs has been continuously staffed by representatives of our list, which has made it possible to address the social concerns of students in this crisis in the best possible way. In the last two years we were able to establish the „Free Meal“ program, which we want to continue after the pandemic.

On our initiative, the student parliament made more than 100,000 euros available to pay out loans to students suffering financial hardship. In addition, we have been particularly active in promoting equality and anti-discrimination. In addition to an anti-racism project, the rainbow flagging of the RWTH on the International Day against Homophobia, Biphobia and Transphobia also goes back to an initiative of our list.

For many student issues, however, it is not enough to fight for them only at the university. For example, issues such as housing and mobility must be discussed together with the protagonists at the municipal level. Through good networking with local politics, we can make a difference here. We want to use this potential and make studying in Aachen better.

We recognize that there is still a lot to do and we want to finally make the voice of the student body heard more - at the university, but also in the city and the Städteregion. To achieve this, we need your vote.

Juso-Hochschulgruppe Aachen
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For the past two years, the Department of Social Affairs has been continuously staffed by representatives of our list, which has made it possible to address the social concerns of students in this crisis in the best possible way. In the last two years we were able to establish the „Free Meal“ program, which we want to continue after the pandemic.

On our initiative, the student parliament made more than 100,000 euros available to pay out loans to students suffering financial hardship. In addition, we have been particularly active in promoting equality and anti-discrimination. In addition to an anti-racism project, the rainbow flagging of the RWTH on the International Day against Homophobia, Biphobia and Transphobia also goes back to an initiative of our list.

For many student issues, however, it is not enough to fight for them only at the university. For example, issues such as housing and mobility must be discussed together with the protagonists at the municipal level. Through good networking with local politics, we can make a difference here. We want to use this potential and make studying in Aachen better.

We recognize that there is still a lot to do and we want to finally make the voice of the student body heard more - at the university, but also in the city and the Städteregion. To achieve this, we need your vote.
Learning from the pandemic

During the pandemic, financially the rug has been pulled out from under many students. In order to help them, we have worked out many measures over the past two years from the social department of the AStA. We have worked to ensure that the money for social loans and for the reimbursement of the mobility contribution is greatly increased for those suffering from social hardship. In addition, we helped make the proRWTH scholarship program possible and pushed through the ‚Free Meal‘ program, so students don’t have to worry about food during the pandemic.

We are fighting for:

- Establish the ‚Free Meal‘ program in the long term
- Expand psychological services
- Rethink student financing
- 12,50€ minimum wage for student assistants

Think global - act local

Despite the Covid-19 crisis, we must not forget the climate crisis. To relieve the burden on the environment and nature, we need sustainable cafeterias and university cafés and the establishing of sustainability in teaching and research. Local public transport, cycling infrastructure and walking routes to and from the university must be expanded and be among the central issues in the upcoming years. To ensure that the university is not only a place of learning, but also a place of living, more green spaces and recreational opportunities are needed. This includes minimizing dangerous areas and unlit spots so that everyone can feel safe in the city at all times without fear.

We advocate for:

- A greener campus, higher quality of stay
- Deposit system in cafeterias and cafés
- Refund of the semester ticket
- Expansion of lighting – abolition of scary and dark areas

You want to fight together with us for good study conditions and a livable Aachen? Then get in touch and join us!

www.juso-hsg-aachen.de
info@juso-hsg-aachen.de
Juso-Hochschulgruppe Aachen
jusohsg_ac
@JusoHSG
Good studies for all

One year of online education has clearly shown us all: Digitization of higher education and studies are topics that are talked about a lot, but for which too little is done. Unfortunately, the pandemic is not over yet, and neither are the new challenges that can jeopardize student success. Unstable internet connections, missing or insufficient hardware and software, no access to learning spaces and many other factors are currently playing a much bigger role in studying than ever before. In addition, there is the chaotic exam phase that we do not want to experience again.

In Aachen, but also at the state and national level, we are committed to ensuring that students do not suffer any disadvantages during online teaching. These include funding for technical equipment, extending (and, in the medium term, the abolition of) the standard period of study and suspending examination attempts.

This means:

- Reliable learning and exam phases
- Free attempt regulation also in WS 21/22
- Teaching outside the box
- Digital submission of final papers

Livable Aachen

The issues that affect the student body are diverse and go beyond the borders of our campus. Our political program is therefore not limited to the university - we also campaign for a liveable Aachen and advocate for a good social infrastructure. Because student housing is a scarce good, we must respond to the tight housing market with creative solutions. Wherever vacant land is identified - whether it belongs to the city, state or university - affordable housing must be created.

While we need space to live and learn, we won’t give racism an inch. We take a clear position against racism, anti-democratic thinking and discrimination of all kinds and demand that the university sets up contact points specifically geared towards this for affected students. It is impossible to imagine student life without joint sports activities, especially once the pandemic is over. In order for everyone to be able to participate, the free sports program must be expanded.

That’s what it takes:

- Affordable housing for all
- A university without discrimination
- Secured sports programs at Königshügel
- Promoted student initiatives and commitment
Our list

1. Ana Maria Zhivkova  
   Business Engineering: Civil Engineering

2. Fynn Leon Felix Grünwald  
   Mechanical Engineering

3. Shirley Schley  
   Governance Technology and Innovation

4. Karim El Isa  
   Electrical Engineering

5. Sarah Feicker  
   Political Science

6. Tobias Offermann  
   Physics

7. Paula Hohoff  
   Mechanical Engineering

8. Johann Vohn  
   Governance Technology and Innovation

9. Antonia Clara Görtz  
   Sociology

10. Julian Kistner  
    Social Sciences

11. Julie Göths  
    Political Science

12. Julian Jorge Andrade Guerreiro  
    Electrical Engineering

13. Juliane Schlierkamp  
    Production Engineering

14. Helge Haveresch  
    Physics

15. Halice Debora Kreß-Vannahme  
    Political Science

16. Ibrahim Ahmad  
    Mathematics

17. Paul Orschau  
    CES

18. Tobias Esser  
    Biology

19. Felix Beckmann  
    Business Engineering: Mechanical Engineering

20. Pascal Kampert  
    Business Engineering: Civil Engineering

21. Fabian Beuter  
    Mechanical Engineering

22. Jonas Peter Kensbock  
    Political Science

23. Philipp Menne  
    Medicine

24. Julius Kröger  
    Mechanical Engineering

25. Peter Müschen  
    Literary and Linguistic Studies

26. Gero Matthias Schuch  
    Electrical Engineering

27. Nils Jendrny  
    Doctoral Candidate
Dear Students,

The RCDS combines local competence with a unique global network of likeminded groups throughout Germany. This year the RCDS presents you 40 candidates for student parliament. We believe in a conservative Parliament free of ideological beliefs and practices. We used the last legislative period to fight for reasonable policies regarding the Corona pandemic including a reliable exam program without unjust increase in tuition fees.

As part of the biggest student network in Germany we fight for your cause on a local and nationwide level. We use our unique network to make your voice heard even outside of Aachen! This year we present you a program which aims to better your daily life and your time at the RWTH Aachen.

To further represent your interests, we need your vote!

at the RCDS

Your RCDS-Team 2021
Even after twelve months of pandemic measures and lockdowns, the RWTH Aachen failed to introduce a safe and reliable concept for the exam period last semester. Students were faced with constant last minute changes of their exam schedule and different types of online-exams for each course. The RCDS Aachen therefore demands:

- a mandatory exam announcement at least two weeks in advance
- a mandatory alternative online-exam on the same day, if the current pandemic forbids an exam in person
- an extension of the current free-attempt-rule until the pandemic is overcome.

Increase in free attempts after the pandemic
Even before the pandemic, lots of students felt intense pressure when dealing with the limited amount of attempts to pass a course. This caused and causes a great amount of psychological stress for students. The pandemic eased that pressure by removing the limit on attempts. Therefore the RCDS Aachen wants to increase the amount of free attempts after the pandemic from the current three attempts to six attempts. To keep the curriculum and career prospects in the best interest of the student we also want to introduce a mandatory mentoring session with your academic counsellor after the fourth attempt.

Revive the student life: Summer rally for everyone!
Since the pandemic, lots of new students couldn’t experience the joyful parts of student life and the city itself. With the current mode of online learning and without the traditional first week, many couldn’t connect to their fellow students. Social life is at an all-time low. To combat that, the RCDS Aachen wants to make up for the missed time by repeating the first week for all students that started their student life during the pandemic. We also want to use the free break during expedition week in summer to introduce a summer rally. Furthermore we want to realize our vision of the Karman as a main meeting point for students in Aachen.

Correcting exam planning failures during Corona
Even after twelve months of pandemic measures and lockdowns, the RWTH Aachen failed to introduce a safe and reliable concept for the exam period last semester. Students were faced with constant last minute changes of their exam schedule and different types of online-exams for each course. The RCDS Aachen therefore demands:

- a mandatory exam announcement at least two weeks in advance
- a mandatory alternative online-exam on the same day, if the current pandemic forbids an exam in person
- an extension of the current free-attempt-rule until the pandemic is overcome.
Higher income limit for students
Students have to face constant financial struggles. Questions regarding affordable housing and a fair student fee cannot be answered without increasing the amount of money each student has left at the end of the month. Even an increase of the hourly wage of student workers doesn’t solve current issues if one can only earn up to 450 Euro per month without financing their own health insurance. The RCDS Aachen wants to use his unique position in the biggest student network in Germany and work towards an increase of the current income limit for students towards up to 600 Euro per month.

Reducing the student fee
The RCDS stands for a reasonable use of your Money. Therefore we want to limit the spending of the student fee by the ASIA and want to steer it towards issues that can actually better your student life. Issues like the extension of the student train ticket into the Netherlands. What we don’t want are politically and ideologically tainted projects or events. Especially those projects which are already covered by the administration of the RWTH Aachen and therefore wouldn’t need the extra financing by the student body.

For a better RWTHApp and a digitized administration
In the past the RCDS Aachen frequently fought for a more digitized administration. The current online courses have brought a lot of advancements that mustn’t be lost. We need to further the modernization of our University. Therefore the RCDS Aachen demands a more digitized administration. We want to remove the necessity of physical submission of your Theses and Papers. Furthermore the RWTHApp is in urgent need of improvement. We want a digital student pass and a more advanced study room system, one that also recognizes empty lecture halls as available study room. We also want to introduce a digital train ticket for students after the model of the WWU Münster.

Marco Buller
Mechanical Engineering, Listenplatz 4

Erik Karaskiwiecz
Medicine, Listenplatz 5

Helen Becker
Social Sciences, Listenplatz 6
Ideas or Questions?  
You can reach us at: rcdsaachen@googlemail.com  
On Facebook: facebook.com/RCDS-Aachen  
On Instagram: instagram.com/rcdsaachen/  
You can also read our Program at www.rcdsaachen.de  
Use your right to Vote:  
From June 28th till July 12th vote RCDS Aachen!  

V.i.S.d.P. Luca Servos
Die Linke.SDS (Socialist-Democratic Students Association) is a nation-wide organized, anti-capitalist organization. We advocate for a social and sustainable university and therefore demand:

- a civil and a sustainability clause for a peaceful and sustainable university
- the phasing out of coal-fired power and cooperations with coal companies
- interdisciplinary courses on sustainability
- a social use of the students contributions
- a minimum wage of €14.00 for student employees
- more opportunities for student participation

We reject the university’s allegiance with economic interests. The university must be a place of free and self-determined teaching, without following the mechanisms of the market!

We reject the separation of university and general politics, since we see the processes at the university in direct connection with the general social and political developments. We want to revive the student protest culture and link it with struggles for more democracy, climate protection, social justice and against any kind of discrimination. This is why we are involved in numerous alliances.

We regularly organize events for political education and look forward to your visit!

Our self-conception

We meet online every Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the summer semester of 2021. Everyone can participate – contact us!

Die Linke.SDS Aachen
@sdsaachen
@AachenSds
aachen@linke-sds.org
**Sustainability**

Climate is the issue of the century and an inherently social one. If we want to reach our climate goals we need to act radically and immediately. The RWTH claims to be an „Exzellenzuniversität“, but lags behind many other universities in terms of sustainability. That needs to change! Unfortunately, the past has shown that even in the Stupa sustainability issues do not find majorities. Therefore, the only answer can only be a strong left in the student parliament! Climate justice is only possible with left policies.

**We demand**

- Sustainable purchasing of all new acquisitions
- Charging stations for electric bikes, cars and smartphones
- Expansion of solar cells and greening of facades and roofs
- Larger number of sustainable offers in the cafeteria; more organic, more vegan, more fairness
- A critical examination of animal experimentation as a component of teaching
- Energy for the university to be purchased locally and without coal-fired power generation
- Sustainability department in the university management

**Teaching**

We are against a university that dedicates itself solely to training for the labor market and turns studying into a work marathon in the spirit of the meritocracy. Completely neglected amidst all the training for the job market is the teaching of critical science.

**We demand**

- No compulsory attendance
- Abolition of the three-trial rule
- A transparent listing of third-party funds
- Alternative event directory for events organized by students
- More interdisciplinary lectures and courses
- Digital follow-up of courses must be made possible
- Possibility to borrow hardware

**Equality**

We demand an anti-fascist, anti-racist, anti-classist, feminist and emancipatory university. Nazis have no place at the RWTH! We demand the active fight against all kinds of discrimination, such as homophobia, sexism and racism. We fight against tuition fees - no matter for whom and for the ensuring that nobody has to work besides studying.

**We demand**

- Staff office for students without academic parents
- Social use of student fees
- More student housing and better maintenance of existing dormitories
- Semester ticket for all employees
- Possibility to take along people on semester ticket
- Teaching abortion
- Gender specific medical research
The design of the campus has a big impact on whether people feel welcome at RWTH - or not - and whether the university can be considered environmentally friendly.

**Campus**

We demand

- Make the campus free of advertising
- Improve accessibility for people using wheelchairs
- Silent rooms for people who experience sensory overload
- Better access for people with visual impairments
- Accessibility office
- Bicycle parking that is protected from the weather
- More study spaces, including on weekends
- Gender-neutral restrooms
- Toiletries in all restrooms

**TV Stud /Study and work**

Many students are employed as student workers and often do not know their employment rights. As a result, they do not use their vacation entitlement and do not receive sick pay. Furthermore, they are in particular precariously employment relationships due to their frequent dependence on professors and permanent fixed-term contracts.

We demand

- A close and constant cooperation between AStA, staff representation, staff council and trade unions.
- A campaign by the future AStA to raise awareness on the topic of labor law.
- The support of the TVStud campaign and its demand that student employees finally be included in the collective agreement of the federal states (TV-L).

**Beyond the Student Parliament**

We are not only active during election week. For example, at the beginning of the winter semester, the critical introduction week takes place. We recently organized this together with Foodsharing, Amnesty International and Linksjugend,[solid]. We are also active in various alliances. Among others, we are part of the Aachener Bündnis für ein Ende der Gewalt (Aachen Alliance for an End to Violence), which campaigns locally against sexism and organizes the feminist fight day on March 8. We participate in the resistance in the Hambacher Forst and directly here at the Fridays For Future movement in Aachen.

**Funding**

Die Linke.SDS is an independent political university group. Financially, we rely on nationwide membership dues as well as grants from the party „Die Linke“ at the district, state, and national levels. The latter in turn finances itself from membership fees and mandate contributions of their respective elected representatives.
Your candidates

1. Rachel Maria Ganser  
   Technical Communication

2. Paul Sonnleitner  
   Computer Science

3. Malena Moog  
   Applied Geography

4. Heiko Hilgers  
   Applied Geography

5. Franziska Louise Krämer  
   Architecture

6. Christian Albert Hocke  
   Computer Science

7. Sunaja Baltic  
   Physics

8. Lennard Gottlieb  
   Sustainable Resources and Energy Supply

9. Katharina Hrvaćanin  
   Social Sciences

10. Samuel Krämer  
    Business Administration and Engineering

11. Judith Franz  
    Sustainable Resources and Energy Supply

12. Marten Schulz  
    Computer Science

13. Inés Martinez  
    Applied Geosciences

14. Mirko Lasai  
    Computer Science

15. Laura Schlieger  
    Environmental Engineering

16. Emil van de Bruck  
    Social Science

17. Miriam Bechert  
    Medicine

18. Lewin Bormann  
    Physics

19. Ellen Ashwani Just  
    Machine Technology and Mathematics, Vocational School Teacher

20. Diyar Korkut  
    Business Administration and Engineering

21. Max Winkowski  
    Social Science

22. Jan Engl  
    Geoscience

23. Kai Wallbaum  
    History and Catholic Religious Education, Teacher

V.i.S.d.P.:  
Malena Moog  
c/o Die Linke  
Augustastraße 69  
52070 Aachen
Doesn't it sometimes seem incredible to you what we have achieved together in the last few years?

2018 - We demanded the removal of Rector Schmachtenberg
2019 - We demanded the abolition of elections
2020 - Elections cancelled!!!
2021 - ???

He got removed!

It's hard to imagine how much our list Die LISTE has changed the university in such a short time! And unfortunately it's too good to be true! Some members of the LISTE had the suspicion from the beginning:

We have been SUBVERTED and INSTRUMENTALIZED!!!

It is terrible, but many things that have happened have not been in your and our interest at all!!! There is a secret organization behind it:

The Mechanical Engineering World Order!!!!!!

Also all other lists and the whole university are infiltrated and they don't tell you about it and try to suppress the truth!!!! But members of the LISTE had the suspicion from the beginning! We have investigated and used our intuition and found out the truth!

Recognize the secret signs of the MWO
Is the MWO controlled by the Illuminati - or vice versa?
What was AlFa trying to cover up?
And is AlFa behind the disappearance of CARNOT?

Dear students!

The whole truth on the next page! >>>

SECRET CHATS LEAKED!
Stop the MACHINE BUILDERS WORLD ORDER

STUDENT PARLIAMENT – LISTE 7: DIE LISTE - HOCHSCHULGRUPPE DER PARTEI
Wahlzeitung 2021
Our (former!!) chairmen also belong to MWO! It is Sazvan Saeed and Stefan Schmidt we have uncovered. We have noticed very early that they behave conspicuously. This already started at the first election when we wanted to depose the rector Schmachtenberg (also member of the MWO!). The rector invited the chairmen to his office – but we were his mortal enemies who wanted to get rid of him!!! The board told us that Schmachtenberg's surrender was to be negotiated with him. But this is TOTALLY ABSURD because at that time we were not even elected!!! And no one could know that because we were brand new at the time and no one could count on it. Except the MWO!

WE DO NOT KNOW UNTIL TODAY WHAT THEY HAVE SECRETLY AGREED IN THE OFFICE OF THE RECTOR!

But what we have found out: It was already settled BEFORE the election that rector Schmachtenberg leaves RWTH! You can read that on the Internet, there are many sources. Do not believe the mainstream press!

It was all a FALSE FLAG action!!!

It also all makes sense: Sazvan is a machinist and he even gets a scholarship from an organization that belongs to MWO. So that means he is financed by MWO!!! With Stefan we first thought he does not belong to it because he did not study mechanical engineering and we discussed our suspicion therefore with him. But he is a FUCKING TRAITOR!!! He then changed to a mechanical engineering master, even though he supposedly does not have a bachelor's degree in this study! He MUST belong to the MWO, otherwise this is not possible.

In any case, we have deposed the TRAITORS and we bring them before the COURT OF WAR! From now on we FIGHT only FOR YOU!!!

A lot of bad things have happened! The student ticket for Holland was decided because we thought it was a good thing, but they only wanted your MONEY!!! They knew beforehand that there will be a pandemic and that you won't be able to use it. So the railroad companies got more money and could buy more trains – So the engineers (MWO) could profit!

YOU MUST VOTE FOR US NOW so that we can stand up to the MWO! The other lists are still infiltrated and don't realize the truth!!! The whole university belongs to it! The RWTH is financed to a large extent from third-party funds from industry (Even the lying press admits this, you can read on Wikipedia!!). That means it is no public university but a RWTH GmbH!!! because it is not a university, they are not allowed to give you bad grades or to let you fail!

You can never trust the other lists! They lie to you!! It's all a fake! Trust only US! Only the LIST knows the real truth!

Therefore elect the list:

Die LISTE

Hochschulgrupper der PARTEI

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator

We trust in digital machines, because no mechanic build them!

What you got to do now is:

VOTE FOR

Die LISTE

fb.com/listeaachen

Elect:

STUDENT PARLIAMENT – LISTE 7: DIE LISTE - HOCHSCHULGRUPPE DER PARTEI

Markus Weller
Informatik

Tobias Molitor
Gesellschaftswissenschaften

Janek Stoppkotte
Informatik

Jan Kösters
Elektrotechnik

Paul C. Sommerhoff
Theologie
Stefan Schmidt - Agent of MWO

Fled after his unmasking into exile at the FH Aachen. In order to regain power, he tried to unite both universities as "RWTFH". His ridiculous plan failed miserably.

Sazvan Saeed - Agent of MWO

Disappeared, but is still active for the MWO at the RWTH. With the help of his close relations to the election committee (MWO controlled!!), he illegally had himself put on our ballot. Do NOT vote—he is no longer one of us!

---

This ring is the secret identifying mark of all lodge brothers and sisters of the MWO - and for you it can be the ticket to a ritual admission into this select circle. Learn to use mysterious formulas, develop novel machines, and sell your inventions to sinister powers. A world-spanning conspiracy awaits you!

The ring is made entirely by machine on the most modern production equipment, developed by the best mechanical engineers in the world. With manufacturing tolerances in the lower micrometer range, 18-karat gold is brought into its form, applications of cold enamel add expressive color accents.

Secure this masterpiece of engineering today!
The ring is available exclusively in the merch store of Die LISTE.

Order now on fb.com/listeaachen
Was macht uns aus?
What defines us?

Wir sind pragmatisch
Wir folgen keiner starren Ideologie, sondern versuchen, durch das Best-Practice-Prinzip effiziente Entscheidungen auf Basis von anderorts erfolgreichen Ansätzen zu treffen.

Wir sind paneuropäisch
Im universitären Leben spielen interkultureller und wissenschaftlicher Austausch eine große Rolle. Durch die einzigartige Vernetzung mit anderen Volt-Hochschulgruppen europaweit können wir nationale Grenzen überwinden und das Best-Practice-Prinzip erfolgversprechend anwenden.

Wir sind progressiv

We are pragmatic
We do not follow any specific ideology but try to make efficient decisions based on approaches which were already successful elsewhere.

We are paneuropean
Intercultural and scientific exchange plays an important role in university life. Through our unique network with other Volt university groups it is possible to overcome national boundaries and thereby apply the best-practice-principle most efficiently.
Unsere Ziele

Our Goals

**Europäische Vernetzung**
In Absprache mit der Volt Hochschulgruppe Maastricht streben wir Kooperationen mit Studierendenschaften aus Hochschulen anderer europäischer Länder an. Anlassbezogen oder regelmäßig fordern wir, dass sich die Studierendenvertretungen von Aachen und anderen niederländischen und belgischen Universitäten treffen, austauschen und koordinieren.

**Nachhaltigkeit & Umweltschutz**
Wir setzen uns dafür ein, dass Hochschulen und Studierendenschaften lokale und recyclebare Produkte nutzen, um lange Transportwege zu vermeiden und keine zusätzliche CO2-Belastung zu bewirken. Gleichzeitig wollen wir ein Bewusstsein für regionale und saisonale Nahrungsmittel in den Menschen zu schaffen

**Digitalisierung**
Auch nach Corona wäre es wünschenswert, wenn Studierende nicht zwangsweise im Hörsaal sitzen müssen, um einer Vorlesung beizuwohnen. Deshalb beantragen wir, dass Vorlesung aus dem Hörsaal live gestreamt werden und anschließend zur Nachbereitung weiterhin online zur Verfügung stehen.

Es ist außerdem schon lange nicht mehr zeitgemäß, dass der Großteil wissenschaftlicher Literatur und Quellen zum Verfassen von Hausarbeiten oder ähnlichem nicht online, beispielsweise als PDF zur Verfügung steht. Es ist mehr als wünschenswert durch die RWTH einen besseren Überblick über andere wissenschaftliche Bibliotheken zu erhalten und auf Werke in den Bibliotheken der Institute online zugreifen zu können. Dafür wollen wir uns einsetzen.

**Partizipation**
Um die Onlinelehre außerdem effektiv auszubauen und Feedback schnell zu erfassen, sollten vermehrt Umfragen zur aktuellen Lage durchgeführt werden. Somit wird vermieden, dass die Wünsche der Studierenden missverstanden oder überhört werden.

Wir fordern, dass die sozialen bzw. Finanziellen Umstände der Studierenden sich nicht negativ auf die Möglichkeiten auswirken dürfen, die im Studium gegeben sind. Insbesondere während aber auch nach der Pandemie muss das Studieren so gestaltet sein, dass Klausurteilnahmen, Abgaben, Wissensvermittlung und das Lernen nicht durch fehlende technische Ausstattung behindert wird, die sich manche gar nicht leisten können.
European networking
In consultation with the Volt University Group Maastricht, we strive for cooperation with students from universities in other European countries. On occasion or on a regular basis, we request that student councils from Aachen and other Dutch and Belgian universities meet, exchange and coordinate their activities.

Sustainability & Environmental Protection
We advocate that universities and student bodies use local and recyclable products in order to avoid long transport routes and not to cause additional CO2 pollution. At the same time, we want to create awareness for regional and seasonal food in the refectories.

Digitization
After Corona, it would still be desirable for students not to have to sit forcibly in the lecture hall to attend a lecture. Therefore, we request that lectures are streamed live from the lecture hall and then continue to be available online for follow-up.

It is also no longer appropriate that the majority of scientific literature and sources for writing term papers or the like are not available online, for example as PDFs. It is more than desirable for RWTH to get a better overview of other scientific libraries and to be able to access works in the libraries of the institutes online.

Participation
In order to also effectively expand online teaching and quickly gather feedback, more surveys should be conducted on the current situation. This will prevent students' wishes from being misunderstood or overheard.

We also demand that the social or financial circumstances of students should not have a negative impact on the opportunities available in their studies. Especially during but also after the pandemic, studying must be arranged in such a way that exam participation, submission, knowledge transfer and learning are not hindered by a lack of technical equipment, which some cannot afford at all.
Unsere Kandidierenden
Our candidates

„Wenn du dir etwas vorstellen kannst ist es schon halb Realität. Das gilt auch für die Hochschulpolitik.“
“If you can imagine something it is already half reality. This also applies to university-politics.”
Jan Birkmann, Gesellschaftswissenschaften (Social Sciences)
Listenplatz 1 / Candidate 1

„Was wir heute tun, entscheidet darüber wie die Welt morgen aussieht. Aus diesem Grund, sollte die RWTH in puncto Nachhaltigkeit und Diversität mit gutem Beispiel voranschreiten“
“What we do today determines what the world will look like tomorrow. For this reason, RWTH should set a good example in terms of sustainability and diversity.”
Julia Alexandra Wagner, Medizin (Medicine)
Listenplatz 2 / Candidate 2

„Um gemeinsam den europäischen Gedanken voran zu tragen und die Zukunft zu formen müssen alle die Möglichkeit haben, ihre Ideen und Wünsche beizutragen, ohne dass sie durch soziale Ungleichheit oder Klassismus daran gehindert werden.“
“In order to advance the European idea and shape the future together, everyone must have the opportunity to contribute their ideas and desires without being hindered by social inequality or classism.”
Eric Wolters, Gesellschaftswissenschaften (Social Sciences)
Listenplatz 3 / Candidate 3

„Die RWTH und ihre Studierendenschaft ist in Aachen eine der größten und wichtigsten Institutionen. Doch in und vor der Stadt selber sind wir Studis nicht repräsentiert. Die Themen Mobilität und Wohnen für Studierende werden nur ungenügend umgesetzt. Das muss sich ändern!“
“The RWTH and its student body is one of the largest and most important institutions in Aachen. But in of the city itself, us students are not represented. The topics of mobility and housing for students are only poorly implemented. That needs to change!”
Tjark Zimmer, Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen (Business Engineering)
Listenplatz 4 / Candidate 4
We are a newly founded group of students at the RWTH. Our objective is to make our university more sustainable and consequently more fit for the future. To achieve this, one of our aims in the student parliament would be to serve as a voice for the various initiatives committed to campaigns concerning sustainability. We are, among other things, future physicists, computer scientists, social workers and environmental engineers who are greatly committed and motivated to do a part in transforming our university. In doing so, it is important to us that the university realises its responsibility as a global player and takes action accordingly. We pursue an interdisciplinary understanding of sustainability - considering environmental, social, and economic aspects all together. YOU can support us in this by giving us your vote in the upcoming election!
Green Power & Heat

The RWTH does not currently obtain its electricity from renewable sources - instead ⅔ of it is so-called grey electricity, meaning a mix of electricity, and the other ⅓ comes from natural gas. Each year, the RWTH burns over 12,000 tons of natural gas for electricity and heat. We aim to fully withdraw from fossil fuels and achieve 100% green power. Several other universities in NRW already obtain all of their electricity from renewable sources and surely we are able to do the same - if we want it.

Sustainable Supply Chains

We advocate for transparent supply chains for all products offered and sold by the RWTH. For us, this means: A consistent minimum of standards for all acquired resources, including food items, with regard to ecological and social aspects.

Broadening of Vegetarian/Vegan Offers

Tired of just salad? We would like to expand the range of vegetarian and vegan options offered by our canteen and cafeterias as well as make it more appealing. One idea for a project: Trying out a Vegan Monday for a month!

Accessible West Station

The West Station is one of the last train stations in NRW without a lift - why, despite its central location, is it not accessible for everyone yet? We plan to raise awareness with the RWTH about its responsibility towards the students and increase pressure on those making such decisions. It is an important step in the transport revolution and improves regional connections.

Where are the Modules related to Sustainability?

Sustainability should be anchored in every course of studies. This is why we advocate for all subjects to incorporate at least 10 CP worth of modules with explicit reference to topics of sustainability.

Anti-Bias-Coachings

Thinking ahead and reflecting for a change? We aim for the university to offer anti-bias coachings to all students to help reduce prejudices.

Supporting Engagement

Why can I not be actively engaged for important causes without compromising my studies? Many students are forced to choose between these commitments and the standard study period. However, in times of a climate crisis, action cannot wait for the completion of a degree. We are committed to enable more students to get involved.
More Jobs in the Area of Sustainability

Why, at a university of over 47,000 students and 10,000 employees, are there only 3 employees responsible for concerns of sustainability? We would like to increase the number of jobs in this area at the RWTH. Possible areas for these jobs could be the executive department, the faculties, or the administration, in spaces where progress towards making the university sustainable is limited by insufficient capacities.

Additionally, we want a supervisory body to guide this change in an adequate manner.

Expanding Green Areas

Renovations, new constructions, and alterations of parking lots should involve a reduction of the area that is sealed for the parking spaces. Moreover, parking spaces on campus should overall be reduced and students should be involved in decisions regarding the utilisation of the resulting free areas.

Free Sustainable Educational Opportunities

Where are the educational opportunities, for non-students as well? Sustainability concerns all of us! We advocate for public educational opportunities, free of charge and for everyone - students as well as non-students - regarding topics such as the climate crisis and sustainability. To give an example, we aim to expand “Projekt Leonardo”, to open it up, and to enable more students to receive credit for taking part in it.

Civil Clause

The RWTH should support reintroducing the civil clause, which was removed in 2019, into the NRW Higher Education Act. The clause entails a strict ban of research for military purposes. As a technological university, the RWTH has a special responsibility in this regard and would set an important sign for peace.

Gendering in Teaching Materials

We advocate for an inclusive language in teaching and demand a consistent implementation of this in teaching materials. Currently, this is only executed partially, so our aim is to achieve uniform guidelines for all modules, including for example consistent gendering in lecture scripts and slides.

You can find more details on our website!
Sustainable Cafeteria

Our canteens and cafeterias should become more sustainable. This involves avoiding single use products and identifying the carbon footprint of offered meals. In addition to this, we encourage compiling a report concerning sustainability on a regular basis.

Our Candidates

1. Theresa Janning
2. Stefania-Rebekka Symeonidou
3. Johannes Parschau
4. Marie Liselott Mehlfeldt
5. Noëmi Preisler
6. Marc Haberland
7. Therese Liegmann
8. Antonia Leue
9. Lea Szukalla
10. Annette Adams
11. Tobias Holle
12. Korbinian Mehlstäubl
Hey friends, I'm Jan (14) and I'm studying electrical engineering. I have been involved in the student body for a long time - especially the exchange with other active students is very important to me and the topic of transparency when it comes to your student funds. For the VOLT high-voltage group, I am entering the race as the top candidate. My first goal after the election is to bring the fries back into the canteen. If you have any questions or suggestions about my work, then you are welcome to contact me at any time.

List position 2: Oliver Breidenich

Hello, I'm Oli (about 42) and I'm studying electrical engineering in my master’s degree. In the student body, I have been committed to social projects and the promotion of voluntary commitment since the beginning of my studies. Above all, the exchange with international students is very important to me. Through your election in higher education policy, I want to bring about real change for all students. Everyone should enjoy fries - whether you live vegan, vegetarian or classic. On the ballot you will find me in the last place, so feel free to leave a cross there!

Please note: We are not the “Volt Highschool Group”!

We are much better! 😊😊😊
Our Philosophy:

**We are pragmatic!** We do not follow labby noodles, but try with our Cross-Salty principle efficiently again and more potato products, especially fries, back into your canteen.

**We are pan-student!** In university life, intercultural and scientific exchange play a major role. Through the unique combination of chips and schnitzel on Tuesday, we can overcome cultural boundaries and apply the best practice principle promisingly.

**We are electrifying!** High tensions are opportunities that we encounter openly and solution-oriented. That is why we are open to the transformation of our social, university world. Low voltage and left-turning alternating current are still problems present at the university. Therefore, we stand for a high-school-wide direct current network and complete acceptance of all Buck-Boost Converters as well as for a diverse and inclusive university infrastructure.

**As the only VOLT high voltage group** in the whole RWTH Aachen, we also want to bring Europe to our university. Especially here at the Dreiländer-Eck, on the neighboring country known for its fries, we can network across borders and learn from each other. If you want to know more about us and our content, feel free to click through our Instagram page. We always have many highly intellectual memes.
Our election program:

The VOLT high-voltage group presents its election promises long and crisp, because this is also how our demand should look like: Like fries for Schnitzel Tuesday!

Like many of you, we have been observing the sometimes abstruse-looking side dishes selection for Schnitzel Tuesday for a long time. Not only do potato products seem to have been restricted to once a month. No, fries have even disappeared completely from the menu. Surprisingly, "frits" are next to puttes, sauerbraten, rice flatbreads and Printen but among the Öcher staple foods.

The VOLT high-voltage group does not want to accept this deplorable state of affairs any further and with your vote call on the Studierendenwerk to eliminate these insufficient conditions as quickly as possible.

The battle plan is first of all a reintroduction of the Classic French fries as we know and love them. In the run-away, potato products should also be generally carried back into the foreground and expanded by croquettes and potato gratin.

Follow us on Instagram: @volt.hochspannungsgruppe
Why are there no fries?

In response to a written request (Instagram comment), the Studierendenwerk informed us on May 27th how this current situation is coming about:

“@volt.hochspannungsgruppe Also erst einmal: Es ist nach wie vor eine NOTVERSORGUNG während der Pandemie und kein regulärer Mensabetrieb. To go geht nicht ohne Einschränkungen bei den Angeboten, und im Fall der Fritten ist es so, dass die einfach total matschig als Beilage werden (also qualitätsmäßig ging das gar nicht). Bei der Notversorgung müssen wir außerdem die Essen vorkonfektionieren und so weit vorbereiten, dass man die schnell ausgeben kann und die Leute nicht lange warten müssen. Fritten sollten frisch aus der Friteuse kommen, damit sie schmecken. Wie gesagt bestimmt Corona unsere derzeitigen Ausgabeprozesse. Da arbeiten wir verständlicherweise nicht gerade im Rudel hinter Theke, sodass wir permanent die Frittenkapazitäten erhöhen könnten. Aber: Wir lechzen auch danach und hoffen ebenso, dass bald alles wieder normaler sein wird. Nur habt im Moment dafür Verständnis, dass wir uns hier noch einschränken müssen.”

Since this answer is far too long, we have not read it and continue to be angry about the current situation. How long should we as a student body endure the current situation?

→ Therefore: Until July 12th you have to elect VOLT Hochspannungsgruppe (ACDC) – List No. 10
As the AV, we represent international students and make your voice heard at the university. We act as your trustworthy link to the university, municipalities, and the city Aachen itself. Aiming at making internationals’ stay in Aachen simpler, we wish to decrease the amount of problems, which may arise while studying in a foreign country. This includes legal matters involving the mentioned authorities. Discrimination is something we actively stand against, as we believe that international students deserve an equal chance of being represented regardless of their background.

Our goals

- We want to help new foreign students feel welcome in the community by creating coherent integration resources for everyone.
- We wish to maintain and improve the relationship of the University and the Foreigners’ representation with the Foreigners’ Office of Aachen.
- We strive to provide legal support and advice to students in case of discrimination.
- We will continue to offer and expand our legal services and assistance.
WHO WE ARE

Ana-Maria  Nasya  Nuray

İdil  Din  Youssef

Sila  Rachel  Ana Maria

Zakaria  Ali

Unsere Ziele

Wir wollen neuen ausländischen Studierenden helfen, sich in der Gemeinschaft willkommen zu fühlen, indem wir kohärente Integrationsressourcen für alle schaffen.

Wir wollen die Beziehung der Universität und der Ausländervertretung mit dem Ausländeramt der Stadt Aachen pflegen und verbessern.

Wir bemühen uns um die rechtliche Unterstützung und Beratung von Studierenden im Falle von Diskriminierung.

Wir werden unsere rechtlichen Dienstleistungen und Hilfestellungen weiterhin anbieten und ausbauen.
WER WIR SIND

Ana-Maria
Nasya
Nuray

İdil
Din
Youssef

Sila
Rachel
Ana Maria

Zakaria
Ali
Student Concils Elections

Representation of the Medical department: FS Medizin

The list of the candidates for the student council Medical science (FS Med).

1. Julia Dachwald
2. Florian Linke
3. Cosima Maria Kunze
4. Ruben Koschel
5. Rahima Faizi
6. Christian Thomas Hübner
7. Merle Riedemann
8. Frederic Kuba Balcewicz
9. Annika Schmidt
10. Erik Lukas Konstantin Hemming
11. Lisa Thesing
12. Johannes Trümpelmann
13. Solveig Granaas
14. Johannes Lay
15. Aylin Toktamis
16. Jan Malik Zender
17. Anika Timme-Straten
18. Paul-Henry Koop
19. Lisa Pilz
20. Joel Simon
21. Mirjam Luisa Pridöhl
22. Lina Ludwigs
23. Anna Müller
24. Elzem Yapici
25. Diana Fuchs
26. Sophia Hank
27. Maria Isabel De Souza Ponce
28. Dana Meier
29. Mara Sophie Vell

Representation of the department of Economics: FS WiWi

The list of the candidates for the student council Economics (FS WiWi).

1. Sarah Buckland
2. Celine Treffer
3. Milan Nicholas Grammerstorf
4. Jasmin Jansen
5. Lena Natalie Gawlitza
6. Floris Jan Groteclaes
7. Lisa Stenzel
8. Kathrin Julia Reyer
9. Selina Budwig
10. Lukas Schmitz-Hübsch
Council of the department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology (allgemeiner Fachschaftsrat)

The list of the candidates for the Council of the department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology (allgemeiner Fachschaftsrat).

1. Sophie Schüttpelz
2. Justus Schwarzott
3. Aravind Mariyappan
4. Johannes Borsch
5. Andreas Martin Mimberg
6. Phi-Long Tomy Vo
7. Julius Jonathan Willich
8. Jonathan Lan Wiemann
9. Celina Helbing Vital
10. Philipp Julian Katterbach
11. Markus Pietschner
12. Henning Konemann
13. Sascha Neske
14. Jan Lukas Schmitz
15. Simon Prein
16. Immo Baarlink
17. Paul Weiler

Council of the department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology (Kassenführung)

1. Matthias Mimberg
2. Paul Berghaus

Council of the department of Materials Science and Technology

The list of the candidates for the Council of the department of Materials Science and Technology

1. Laura Kopruch
2. Laurens Fabian Huyssen
3. Silas Ritz
4. Amelie Therese Meier
5. Noah Krombach
6. Melissa Blum
7. Navjot Bamrah
8. Irene Biermann
9. Enie Dreyling
10. Misheel Bayarjargal
11. Ole Krüger
12. Richard Rosner
Wahl zur Arbeitsgemeinschaft Klausuren der Fachschaft Materialwissenschaft und Werkstofftechnik

The list of the candidates for the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Klausuren der Fachschaft Materialwissenschaft und Werkstofftechnik

1. Ina Damm 2. Florian Busch

Wahl zum Rat der Fachschaft Lehramt

The list of the candidates for the Rat der Fachschaft Lehramt

1. Kai Wallbaum 10. Oskar van Bezouwen
3. Sebastian Alexander Wetzel 12. René van der Broeck
5. Lea Marion Thelen 14. Fenja Gerhards
6. Anna Kalik 15. Thea Schmitz
8. Benjamin Franz Leindecker 17. Karina Unger
9. Tim Wolfgang Von Stubbendorf

Wahl der Kassenwartinnen bzw. Kassenwarte der Fachschaft Lehramt

The list of the candidates for the Kassenwartinnen bzw. Kassenwarte der Fachschaft Lehramt

1. Tim Wolfgang Von Stubbendorf 3. Hendrik Lehmann
2. Christoph Bolte
We are always looking for your support!

If you also want to get involved in the student council or just want to learn more about our work, come to our student council meeting on Mondays at 6:30 pm! You can find us in room 4 on the ground floor of the civil engineering building.

Furthermore, you can find more information about our activities on our website. If you are interested, you are welcome to send us an e-mail or simply call us directly.

Who are we?

We are your student representatives for the study programs Civil Engineering, Industrial Engineering FR Construction, Environmental Engineering as well as Traffic Engineering and Mobility.

This means that we represent your interests in the committees and examination boards of the faculty and the university, advise you and help you with problems. In addition, we organize, for example, the annual O-week for freshmen, information events, parties such as the Schau am Bau and other events and keep you up to date with BOB, the Baukurier.

At the moment we are a mixed team of bachelor and master students from all the above mentioned study programs. Thus, we cover the interests of all students and find the right expert for each topic.

Verantwortlich im Sinne des Presserechts: Christian Mimberg stellvertretend für die

FACHSCHAFT BAUGINGENIEURWESEN
Mies-van-der-Rohe-Str. 1, Raum 4
52074 Aachen

Tel +49 241 80-25 080
Mail fs-bau@rwth-aachen.de
Web www.fs-bau.rwth-aachen.de
Insta @fs_bau_rwth
FB Fachschaft Bau RWTH
LISTE 1:

Pia Körzdörfer
Bachelor
Luis Kampshoff
UIW
Bachelor
Sarah Schienmann
Bachelor
Christian Mimbeg
MoVe
Bachelor
Laura Lindzus
MoVe
Bachelor
Niklas Schumacher
Bachelor
Paul Roggatz
Bachelor
Fridolin am Orde
Bachelor
Dejina Kaya
Bachelor
Malte Käsemann
Bachelor
Sabrina Schmidt
Bachelor
Lotta Eicke
Bachelor
Manuel Storp
Bachelor
Rebecca Ebner
Bachelor
Simon Pingen
Bachelor
Hier könntest DU stehen!

REPRESENTATION OF THE CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT – LISTE 1:
Fachschaftsliste
Maschinenbau

1. Maximilian Wunderlich, 6th semester Wirt.-Ing-MB Bachelor
Hello Maschis! I'm Max and I’d like to represent you on the Board of Student Representatives. After one and a half years of council work and two and a half years of Board membership, I would like to continue working for you. I would like to further develop and help shape the student council work and thus get the best out of it for you. I look forward to your vote!

2. Matthias Friedrich Wirth, 8th semester Mechanical Engineering B. Sc.
Hello everyone, as you can see above, my name is Matthias, but I’m known as Fritz in the student council. After a year as a Rep. for Foreign Affairs in the 19/20 council year, I’ve followed it up with another year as Coordinator for Finances. Speaking of joining, I would be happy if your vote joins the others and you vote for me, then I can use my gained experience for the student council profitably. Of course, fun and excitement should not be missing either, so I will do my best to ensure that the old student council culture that I was privileged to experience is not lost. Cheers and thank you for your commitment.

3. Pia Carina Pickmann, 11th semester Mechanical Engineering B. Sc
Hey guys! My name is Pia Carina and I’m in the final stages of my Bachelor’s degree. Last year I was in charge of the freshmens week and everything around it. I also helped with many other events. Now I would like to stand up for you in the Board of Student Representatives. I look forward to your vote.

4. Karl Philipp Hammer, 8th semester Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
Hi, I’m Karl (22) and have been active in the student council for two years. In the FSMB I have already been involved in many projects, such as the Overall & Patches project, the Eastern Europe exchange and the Instagram channel. I am always available for creative projects. So, feel free to contact me if you want to implement your ideas.

5. Ronja Sommer, 4th semester Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
Hi, my name is Ronja and I have been active in the student council for 3 semesters now. So far I have not yet been involved in various AGs. Helped at events and assisted with the more of the student council. Now I would like to represent your interests as part of the Board of Student Representatives.

6. Julian Tarek Mues, 4th semester Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
Hey Maschis, I’m Tarek, 19 years young and work as a system administrator in the student council. There I make sure that all the machines in the world of zeros and ones always run smoothly and that we can hopefully organise cool events for you again soon. This year, I would also like to get involved in the Board of Student Representatives and implement more programmes for you. I look forward to your vote and support.

7. Felix Hennig, 4th semester Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
Hello everyone! I’m Felix and I’m in my 4th semester. Last year, I was able to represent your interests in the student council as the Rep. for Mechanical Engineering. Now I hope to use the skills I have acquired in the student council to support my successor. Apart from meaningful teaching topics, I am of course always up for a beer.

8. Johannes Niklas Hermann, 4th semester Mechanical Engineering B. Sc
My name is Johannes and I have already gained some experience as Rep. for Foreign Affairs in the student council and in a few faculty committees. In addition, I help, when someone is needed at the moment, and I like to mingle and drink. I would like to continue doing this in the future, but with your support. For every vote, I’ll drink an Oetti to you!

9. Florian Berthold, 8th semester Bachelor CES
Moin Moin, I’m Florian, but actually you only know me as „FloB“ anyway. In the meantime, I’ve been involved in a lot of things, from the self-administration of the hall of residence association, to various faculty committees, to our student council. The last thing I still need is the patch for the Board of Student Representatives! Over the last three years, I have worked for us Maschis in the student council as the Rep. for CES, chief executive and, most recently, as an admin, so that things always run smoothly. With this in mind, I would like to pass on my experience of the last few years to the student council and offer help and advice. Since last year our whale unfortunately fell through (hm, actually good for him), I would be even more pleased about your support this year!

10. Lukas Heyn, 2nd semester Master CES
Hey guys! My name is Lukas and I’m currently in the 2nd semester of the CES Master’s programme. I was already active in the student council for one year and in several committees. Now I would like to get involved in the Board of Student Representatives as well. I look forward to your vote!

11. Sabrina Salinthon Brasch, 4th semester Bachelor Mechanical Engineering
Hey! I’m Sabrina and I’m in my 4th semester of Mechanical Engineering. Last year I took care of public relations for the student council and made some designs. In the Board of Student Representatives, I would like to help with my experience and also serve upcoming cute Henning (our penguin mascot) designs! I am looking forward to your vote.
1. Pauline Spielmanns, 6th semester Mechanical Engineering
Hello my dears! I'm Pauline and last year I was known as the creative Coordinator for Events for the student council. Since this office is ending soon and I still want to get involved and pass on my knowledge to the next one. I am now standing for the next Board of Student Representatives. But I won’t be elected on my own, so put your cross with me!

2. Felix Drube, 6th semester Business Engineering and Mechanical Engineering
Hello, my name is Felix and I’m in my 6th semester of Business Engineering Mechanical Engineering. Last year, I was the Rep. for Business Engineering Specialization Mechanical Engineering. This year I would like to use the experience I have gained and become a member of the Board of Student Representatives.

3. Dominik Schaef er, 8th semester Mechanical Engineering
Hello! I’m Dominik, known in the student council for audio problems in MS Teams (and for a time on the examination board). Next year my studies will be relaxed and I’ll be in Aachen, so it’s time for more in-depth involvement in the Board of Student Representatives.

4. Tim Fabian Schürmann, 10th semester Mechanical Engineering
Hello first of all, I'm Tim, 23 years old, and last year I was active for you in the student council and some faculty committees. Now I would like to contribute my experience to the Board of Student Representatives and would be happy to have your vote.

5. Tim Karim Bakr, 8th semester Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
Hello Maschi! I’m Tim and I’ve been active in the student council for several years. As a student senator, member of the Board of Student Representatives, coordinator for events and in many committees, in which I have worked for you. This year I would like to represent your interests in the Board of Student Representatives again. I look forward to your vote!

6. Tom Teggers, 8th semester Business Engineering
Hello! I’m Tom and I’m in my 8th semester of Business Engineering. After a year as a Rep. for Business Engineering Specialization Mechanical Engineering and as a member of some teaching-related committees, I would like to represent your interests - hopefully in a more normal everyday study life again - and support the council in planning great events for you again.

Au Hur! I’m Jon and I’m about to finish my last semester of my Master’s in Mechanical Engineering. I'm currently the Deputy Chief Executive of the student council and have also been active the student council for a few years. So, I would like to continue supporting the student council this year as a member of the Board of Student Representatives.

8. Jaspar Paulus 6th semester Mechanical Engineering
Hi, I’m Jaspar and I’m currently in my sixth semester of Mechanical Engineering. Last year I was active in the council as Rep. for Sport Events and was able to gain experience in many other areas due to the lack of big tasks (thanks to Corona). I would like to pass this on to our successors next year as a member of the Board of Student Representatives!

9. Lukas Kaboth, NaN. Semester Bachelor Mechanical Engineering
Hello everyone! I’m Lukas and I’m in the final stages of my Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering. I’m currently the Chief Executive of the student council and would be happy to contribute my council and life experience as a member of the Board of Student Representatives. In doing so, I will rely on a healthy mixture of cordiality and scolding.

10. Lutz Behnke 8th semester Mechanical Engineering
Hello! I am Lutz, who knows me can vote for me.

11. Matthias Glinka, 10th semester Mechanical Engineering
Hola! In order to be able to continue avoiding my studies, I am once again running for the Board of Student Representatives. I’ve already done two years on the Board and two years in the student council, so I have a bit of experience. Furthermore, I have taken it upon myself to support the new activists with my knowledge from pre-Corona times. I’m already worried that the student council events will only take place online after the pandemic! My goals are to generally offer free food in the refectory, to abolish mechanics and to make the Wurm in the centre run above ground again!
Your candidates for the election of the student council of “Angewandte Geowissenschaften und Georessourcenmanagement” 2021

Richard Lohmiller
23 years old
6. Semester Bachelor Georessourcenmanagement
favorite dinosaur: Stegosaurus
slogan: Make kiesel geröll again!

Myles Bernhardt (N*1,609 km)
23 years old
8. Semester Bachelor Angewandte Geowissenschaften
favorite dinosaur: Mosasaurus
slogan: Mylen weit voraus.

Joshua Labas
21 years old
2. Semester Bachelor Georessourcenmanagement
favorite dinosaur: Ankylosaurus
slogan: Stein schlägt Schere und Papier

Florian Thiex (Thierex)
24 years old
6. Semester Bachelor Angewandte Geowissenschaften
favorite dinosaur: T-Rex
slogan: Kurze Arme, großes Herz!

Antonia Dix
19 years old
2. Semester Bachelor Georessourcenmanagement
favorite dinosaur: Plesiosaurus
slogan: Steine sind toll, Dinosaurier auch,
ich bewahre die Ruhe beim Hammerschlussverkauf :-P
Eure Kandidaten für die Wahl des Fachschaftsrat Angewandte Geowissenschaften und Ressourcenmanagement 2021

Christian Spiekermann
22 years old
6. Semester Bachelor Georessourcenmanagement
favorite dinosaur: Plesiosaurus
slogan: Let’s make it Rock

Frederik Klumpen (Freddy)
22 years old
8. Semester Bachelor Georessourcenmanagement
favorite dinosaur: Titanosaurus
slogan: Schere, Stein, paar Bier?

Alicia Geldermann
21 years old
6. Semester Bachelor Georessourcenmanagement
favorite dinosaur: Brachiosaurus
slogan: Geologenmemes for real! Und zwar einmal die Woche.
Ich zeig euch, wo der Hammer hängt :p

Lalit Sai Aditya Reddy Velegala
No information given.

Sepehr Rezai (Sepp)
20 years old
4 Semester Bachelor Georessourcenmanagement
favorite dinosaur: Oculudentavis
slogan: Die vergangene Zeit hat euch eingerostet?
Wählt mich und ich bring mit dem Team wieder Stimmung rein! Ab geht die Post!

V.i.D.d.P. : Florian Thiex
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Auszählung und Ergebnisse


Mehr Informationen?

More Information?

Panel Discussion

As in the past, the candidates on the lists of the student parliament will ask themselves questions about content this year. Instead of a panel discussion, however, a “hail of questions” is planned under the moderation of the university radio. The interviews will be recorded and then made available on the election website. In addition, this year the lists and student councils have the opportunity to publish a short video for self-presentation on the election website.

Past Meetings

On its website you can find past motions and decisions of the Student Parliament. For most meetings there are also protocols available. They might help you to find out who held which views in past parliament discussions. Please note that this information is only available in German. https://www.stud.rwth-aachen.de/

Vote Count and Results

After the last election day on Monday, July 12th, 2021, the counting begins on July 13th, 2021. It’s public. You can follow the counting progress on site or live at https://asta.ac/wahl you can find the provisional official final result in detailed form online: https://asta.ac/wahl You are welcome to watch it locally or take a look at the live preview of the election results on https://asta.ac/wahl. The vote count of the elections for the academic self-administration takes place on Monday after the election week. The results will be available online soon afterwards. https://www.rwth-aachen.de/wahlamt

Constituent Meetings

The first constituent session of the student parliament will take place on July 19, 2021 from 6:00 p.m. You can follow the session in the livestream. The link will be shared.

You can find dates and places of the other constituent meetings online: https://asta.ac/wahl